A recent study of a specific type of retinal amacrine cell shows how a single interneuron can implement a large number of parallel feedback circuits, illustrating how highly complex circuits can be generated by a small number of neurons.
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Not too many years ago, the canonical textbook neuron could be quickly summarized: it integrated synaptic input received by its dendrites, applied a threshold and, depending on the result, in an all-or-nothing fashion, generated a spike that ran along its axon to the next neuron(s) in the network. Today, we know that neurons are complex and extremely diverse structures [1, 2] : they can contain multiple processing units that perform complicated computations in parallel, with different degrees of interaction. In a recent study, Grimes and co-authors [3] dissected the biophysical mechanisms that allow such parallel processing in a single neuron, using the example of a retinal interneuron that takes this to an extreme. By combining electrophysiology, two-photon calcium imaging and modeling, they elegantly demonstrate that a single A17 amacrine cell in the rat retina provides the retinal circuitry with more than a hundred local feedback units that -under certain conditions -act largely independently.
With up to 40 morphologically distinct types, amacrine cells are the largest class of retinal interneurons [4] ( Figure 1 ). Many lack dedicated output structures, such as an axon, and their dendrites serve both to receive and relay synaptic input and output, respectively. Amacrine cells may provide the neuronal 'hardware' for a substantial number of the computations performed by the retina; in view of this it is surprising that, to date, approximately 100 years after the morphological diversity of amacrine cells was first described, the function of only a few types is well understood. With a dendritic field diameter of approximately 400 mm in the rat retina, A17 cells belong to the subclass of wide-field amacrine cells, which are typically associated with tasks involving some sort of spatial or spatio-temporal interaction. For instance, 'polyaxonal' amacrine cells [5] connect distant regions of the retina and have been implicated in object segregation [6] . 'Starburst' amacrine cells compute the direction of image motion in their dendrites [7] , with dendritic branches acting as largely independent detection units (reviewed in [8] ). In contrast, Grimes et al. [3] , describe a very local role for the A17 cell, in which its extended dendritic plexus subserves the formation of individual local feedback circuits with single bipolar cell axon terminals -rather than providing the substrate for surround inhibition, as previously discussed [9] .
The morphology of the amacrine cell referred to as A17 in rat or cat [10, 11] , and as S2 in rabbit [12] , is extremely well conserved across mammalian species: A17 cells extend dozens of rather thin dendrites bearing small varicosities, which form reciprocal GABAergic feedback synapses onto the axon terminals of rodphotoreceptor-selective bipolar cells. This characteristic morphology and straight-forward synaptic connectivity makes the A17 cell an attractive candidate for research of retinal signal processing; indeed, there have been a substantial number of A17 studies over the past couple of years [10, 13, 14] . Given their large dendritic field, it has been proposed that A17 cells mediate receptive field surround inhibition of rod bipolar cells [9, 14, 15] . This view has been challenged by Grimes et al. [3] , who suggest that under low light conditions -the actual physiological working regime of the rod pathway -A17 cells are not involved in receptive field surround generation by supplying spatially offset inhibition, but rather provide local gain control at the individual rod bipolar cell terminal [16] . The functional isolation of the A17 varicosities results from a combination of factors: First, the neurites connecting varicosities are very thin, which limits electrotonic signal spread. Second, the densities of voltage-activated sodium and potassium channels are balanced, such that membrane excitability is not enhanced. Third, the calcium dynamics in the individual varicosities particularly support local transmitter release.
The third of these mechanisms was the focus of an earlier study by the same group [13] , which showed that calcium influx through bipolarcell-activated glutamate receptors is amplified by calcium release from internal stores. This calcium is enough to drive reciprocal GABA release onto the bipolar cell terminal, without requiring the activation of voltage-gated calcium channels [17] . Thus, substantial membrane voltage changes that could easily propagate to neighboring varicosities and hamper isolation are avoided. Performing such localized independent feedback, rather than integrating broader spatial signals, is unexpected for such a large interneuron and encourages speculation about parallel functional processing units in other neuron types -not only in the retina but also in other parts of the brain.
The retina has to be sufficiently thin and optically transparent to prevent scattering of light as it passes through the tissue en route to detection. At the same time, multiple retinal microcircuits have to be repeated at every retinal location to preserve spatial acuity of the various retinal signaling pathways. Thus, the retina should particularly benefit from dendrites that perform local computations, while minimizing the required neuronal wiring volume and metabolic costs. As discussed in detail by Grimes et al. [3] , A17 cells may well represent an optimized compromise that provides reasonably local feedback inhibition while minimizing wiring costs. Smaller and larger cells may be able to do the same job, but would require more precious space or run into metabolic transport problems, respectively. It is also possible that the A17 morphology supports additional functions, i.e. under different light conditions. Using a model derived from their data, Grimes et al. [3] suggest that an A17 branch can isolate synaptic events in different varicosities at photon fluxes typical for low-light (scotopic) conditions. With increasing light intensity (and photon flux), the probability of synchronous inputs to neighboring varicosities along a dendrite increases. This could then lead to interactions that enhance synaptic input. What functional role such varicosity interaction in A17 cells may play remains to be investigated.
A strict minimization of wiring costs, as suggested for A17 cells, may not always be possible (or desirable), as illustrated by the AII amacrine cells. AII cells are glycinergic, small-field amacrine cells that receive synaptic input from rod bipolar cells and relay rod signals via direct synaptic contacts with the axon terminals of cone bipolar cells to ON and OFF ganglion cells [18] . Thus, they integrate input from multiple rod bipolar cells and provide vertical signal transfer with (reasonably) high spatial acuity. To fulfill this particular function, these small interneurons are close to being electrically isotonic and accelerate synaptic output using voltage-gated sodium channels [19] . In this case, functionally subdividing a large neuron -as in the A17 cell -does not appear to be a viable option; and as a consequence, AII amacrine cells display the highest density of all amacrine cell types (with the corresponding high wiring costs).
In conclusion, variations in the complex interplay between a neuron's morphology, its active voltage conductances and properties like local calcium dynamics within dendritic compartments can lead to very different, sometimes completely unexpected forms of signal processing. In the case of the A17 cell, this interplay yields highly localized feedback inhibition. With 30 or so types of amacrine cells left to examine, it will be interesting to see what other secrets the retina still holds. 
